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Crypto-Mania

Cryptocurrencies have gone mainstream. But they're not for the average investor. Before even considering investing in

crypto, make sure you know how they work and the risks of crypto-investing.

The global crypto market
cap now tops $1.75
trillion, equivalent to the
8th largest economy in
the world.

The era of cryptocurrencies is upon us. At least that's what Wall Street and the press

would have us believe. Cryptocurrencies -- AKA cryptos -- such as Bitcoin and

Ethereum have captured the interest of retail investors across the globe and now

account for an oversized share of daily trading. They also attract major media

attention, with thousands of websites, newspapers, and broadcasts offering constant

coverage. But despite their popularity, the currencies themselves are not used very

much. In fact, their constantly shifting prices conflict with the primary purpose of a

currency: to be a stable store of value.

So why are so many people investing in cryptocurrency?

First the Basics

To answer that question, it helps to first understand what cryptocurrencies are and

how they work. In short, cryptocurrencies are digital currencies not backed by a

government or central bank. They use a "blockchain" to process and secure

transactions. Blockchain is a decentralized technology involving multiple computers

that manage and record transactions -- basically an online ledger with strong

cryptography to secure it. New coins are "mined" by people who contribute

computational power to the blockchain.

If all this sounds confusing -- or cryptic -- to you, you're not alone. Even hard-core

techies have a tough time getting their heads around the opaque nature of

blockchain technology. Suffice it to say that cryptos are similar to tokens or casino

chips but can be used for a broader variety of online transactions.

Investing in a cryptocurrency is different from buying a stock. Although you can

invest in funds that invest in cryptos, to buy them directly, you must first set up a

digital "wallet," an app that holds your currency. Your wallet includes private and

public keys that enable you to complete secure transactions. You can then buy or

sell cryptos through a specialized exchange, such as Coinbase, or through certain

online brokers, such as Robinhood.

A Brief History

While there were earlier attempts to create a form of electronic cash, the

acknowledged start of cryptocurrencies was in 2009 after an anonymous

programmer, who goes by the name of Satoshi Nakamoto, wrote a paper that
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effectively launched Bitcoin. The first Bitcoin was "mined" in January of that year. At

first, trading in Bitcoin was very limited, but by 2011, interest had grown sufficiently

so that rival cryptocurrencies began to appear. Since then, the number of currencies

and amount of crypto trading has grown exponentially, especially in 2020 when the

pandemic gave rise a surge in retail investors.

Today there are over 6,000 cryptocurrencies worldwide, and more are launched

every day. The average daily cryptocurrency trading volume has grown to a

whopping $109 billion per day, and total crypto market cap has risen to $1.77 trillion,

equivalent to the 8th largest economy in the world.1

A Roller Coaster Ride

Long-term investors in cryptocurrencies have had a very bumpy ride. In addition to

huge daily swings, prices have undergone multiple boom and bust cycles. In 2017,

for example, Bitcoin started the year priced under $1,000, topped $19,000 in

December, then tumbled below $7,000 two months later. In 2020, it went from about

$7,200 to $29,000 by year-end, then topped $63,000 in April 2021, only to fall back

to about $32,000 by June, then rebound to almost $49,000 as of August 25.  For2

early investors who held on, the returns have been stellar. But anyone buying in

today should be prepared for a wild ride -- and possible loss of all or part of their

invested funds.

Risky Business

As Bitcoin's price history amply illustrates, crypto investing is speculative and

involves a high level of risk. Unlike a stock, whose value is driven ultimately by the

company's sales and earnings, cryptocurrencies produce no revenue or profits. They

trade on momentum or the latest news. Because their volatility precludes them from

functioning as a viable currency, they are now used more as a speculative gamble or

inflation hedge.

The long-term outlook for cryptos is equally speculative. Some prophesize that

cryptocurrencies represent the future -- that all government-backed currencies will

eventually be replaced by crypto, whose prices will soar to new heights. Others see

them as a giant Ponzi scheme destined to eventually collapse. Still others see a

hybrid future where some transactions continue to be done in cash and others in

cryptocurrency, whose prices will slowly climb as usage expands.

Whatever your own outlook, if you are considering taking the plunge into cryptos, be

wary. Don't invest money that you will need to depend on later. And be prepared for

a wild ride. Also watch out for crypto scams -- attempts to get you to invest in fake

currencies or to make you pay for something in cryptocurrency -- which are rampant.

Above all, talk to a trusted financial professional before investing.

 

1Source: Youngandtheinvested.com, 72 Cryptocurrency Statistics Show Crypto's

https://youngandtheinvested.com/cryptocurrency-statistics/
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, July 13, 2021, based on March 31 data.Gone Mainstream

2Source: .Yahoo! Finance

https://youngandtheinvested.com/cryptocurrency-statistics/
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/BTC-USD/history?period1=1410825600&period2=1628121600&interval=1d&filter=history&frequency=1d&includeAdjustedClose=true

